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  lips  
  TO KISS 

 
 

     Lips express emotion  

     more clearly  

     and eloquently  

     than any other part  

     of our face: 

     lips speak,  

     smile,  

     get angry,  

     kiss  …live! 
 
 

Constitutionally delicate and fragile, lips respond to the harshness of the    

environment with immediate signs of irritation. As a barrier against 

external aggression, they offer little resistance: sun, wind, cold or extreme 

heat, dryness or pollution directly affect the health and well-being of our 

lips. This excessive sensibility of our lips requires particular attention and 

everyday care on our part.  
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Lips are one of the most fragile parts of our face. The corneal layer of the 

epidermis is practically inexistent and the hydrolipidic film on their surface, 

almost absent. The highly important vascular network suffers when exposed to 

extreme climate conditions. Nerve endings, particularly numerous on the lips, 

create a strong predisposition to irritation and inflamation. The lack of 

melanocytes limits protection against sun rays, while the great number of muscles 

and elastic fibres around the mouth create, due to its continuous mobility, the 

perfect condition for premature ageing and fine lines. The main role of the lips’ 

external surface is to act as a moisture barrier which allows the passage of gases 

like oxygen and carbon dioxide. The dryest area of the lips is the contour, also 

known as mucocutaneous junction, where the external surface of the lips joins the 

internal mucous membrane at an intermediate, reddish point with few sebaceous 

glands to keep itself moist. Hence our continous recurrence to saliva to keep our 

lips damp and flexible, although very few of us are conscious of licking their lips 

– even hundreds of times a day – for this purpose. From the instant that the 

external part of the lips receives even a small quantity of saliva, its constant 

exposure  to dry or cold air makes them particularly vulnerable to wind and the 

sun’s infrared rays. This explains the frequent appearance of cracks on our lips. 

When the skin of our lips is irritated, there is a loss of moisture and an increase in 

cracks. Lips look rough and dry, with a chapped, scaly surface.  

 

 

LIPCARE TREATMENTS? WHICH? 

Lip balm is the standard treatment for chapped lips, as it provides protection by 

forming an occlusive film which compacts lip corneocytes, thus contributing to 

the lipidic components of the skin. This mechanism fortifies the natural moisture 

barrier of the lips. 

In order to prevent dehydration and irritation, it is of primary importance to use 

specific day products – stick or cream – containing active principles which 

provide protection and moisture while offering an efficient sun barrier against the 

ultra-violet rays responsible for ageing.  

During the night, it is necessary to employ those special regenerating and 

revitalizing products which produce a long lasting freshness and elasticity of the 

skin.  
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WINTER CARE 

It is well known that cold weather keeps us young. But is this true also for our 

skin? The answer is certainly no, if we think that the ideal temperature for our 

epidermis is 37°C (approximately 99°F) and that every kind of stress (thus 

including stress related to unfavourable weather) is a triggering factor for the 

premature ageing of our skin. When our skin is cold, it also tends to get dry. Let 

us see why: our blood vessels constrict, so that our skin is less irritated and it 

becomes pale, it receives less nourishment and, as a consequence, it produces less 

lipids, especially interlamellar lipids, which create the barrier effect. This is how 

our skin becomes dehydrated. But there is even more… 

Cold is not the only element that can damage our skin: imperceptible, invisible, 

but still very powerful – as it is for health – air pollution (fine dusts as well as 

heavy metals) is able to penetrate the epidermis, making it more irritable, 

sensitive and definitely “dull”. Taking some simple precautions is therefore 

necessary, starting from the application of specific products before going out. 

Maintaining a correct hydration of your lips becomes therefore the first law of 

beauty constitutions. Thus a suitable lip guard is required in order to ensure non-

stop protection and long lasting nourishment. Adjust your minds to protecting 

your face with anti-pollution makeup.  

 

 

MORE LIP TIPS… 

…. KISSING  

It is undoubtedly the most pleasant way to keep mouth and peripheral areas 

naturally moist and taut while checking the advance of a double chin. A 

passionate kiss, in fact, involves dozens of facial muscles controlling mobility and 

sustaining upper neck tissue. 

Apart from the delights and benefits of a kiss, there is an exercise which may 

enhance its effects. All you have to do is lean your chin on your hand, keep your 

lips tightly closed and push your tongue against your palate. Keep muscles 

contracted for a few seconds. Repeat ten or twelve times during the day. Results 

will show in less than 15 days.   
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…. MIME MASSAGE  

In order to enhance the effect of lipcare treatment and give your lips plumpness 

and smoothness, try these easy massage procedures: 

1- Take hold of your upper lip at the center, between your thumb and index 

fingers. Press lightly three times for about 10 seconds, “pinching” delicately. Do 

this all along the rest of the lip up to the mouth corners. Do the same with your 

lower lip.  

This is an easy and efficient way to stimulate and increase blood flow to lip 

tissue, which will help to make your lips voluptous and soft.  

2-  With the tips of both index fingers massage outer mouth corners with circular 

movements exercising significant pressure. Keeping the muscles of this area 

strong makes your smile fresh and your mouth relaxed.  

 

 

…SMILE! 

Whether happy, mysterious or seductive, a smile is the key to attraction. But 

there’s more to smiling than being an instrument of seduction: it is also an 

excellent exercise for our mouths. In fact, it prevents the gradual loss of muscular 

tone  in our cheeks and the resulting unattractive downward mouth corners.  

Alternatives? An exercise of facial gymnastics offered by American beauty expert 

Carole Maggio. Lie down on your bed –no pillows, please – and stretch your lips 

to the maximum, keeping your mouth closed without tightening your teeth. Tap 

mouth corners gently with two fingers counting to 20.  Then raise your head a few 

inches and count to 50. Important: the efficacy of this exercise depends on 

regularity: twice a day is what Carole recommends.  
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SCULPTING LIPS 

  

 

 

 

 

 
            VOLUPTUOUS, PLUMP LIPS HELP: 

THEY GIVE US SELF CONFIDENCE  AND 
PROVIDE SENSUALITY, GLAMOUR AND  
SEX APPEAL.  
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Having sensual lips helps. First of all, by boosting our morale. A fleshy pout helps assert 
our self confidence and face our lives with a positive attitude. Let’s learn  to use them to the 
most, to part our lips seductively, an art French women have excelled in for centuries.  
Our mouth is the quintessential erogenous zone. Even babies know that: it is the gateway 
to food and delight. And as adults, we continue to crave for that sensation of perfect 
gratification. In fact, this explains the quest of so many women in the past to try silicone 
treatments, often with disastrous results, ending up more like Jessica Rabbit than 
Emmanuelle Béart. And like Jessica, they may well declare: “I’m not really a bad person – 
they just designed me that way.” Meaning,the wrong way.  
“What’s your age?” they ask. You can’t resist temptation, you manage a quick subtraction 
of the hateful number and you answer with non-chalance. But your lips rarely lie. What’s 
more, they tend to confess your real age. The labial area is, in fact, among the most 
exposed to ageing. It’s the fault of the laws of gravity: slowly but surely, skin tends to fall 
and sag, the distance between nose and mouth gets longer, the contour of the mouth 
gradually loses definition. 
And there’s another problem: our mouth never gets a break. When we speak, laugh, eat 
and drink  the rich muscle system around our mouth is in constant movement and the skin 
around it tends to lose elasticity and relaxation, becoming tense and fatigued. The first lines 
appear, like code bars, or the downward expression of a sad Pierrot. As if the inevitable 
signs of natural ageing were not enough, we push the accelerator by exposing our lips to 
cigarette smoke, lethal injections of free radicals, ultra violet rays… An aplocalyptic 
scenario? Not really. There are efficient and harmless ways to retexturize and strengthen 
our lips increasing their volume and reucing the vertical lines. Let’s study them together.  
 
 
TAILORED TECHNIQUES 
Fillers are a must. Their repulp-effect materials include lipids, ammino acids and phyto 
ingredients, among which the thoroughly tested hyaluronic acid - a highly bio-compatible 
sugar – stands out as a real champion capable of giving volume to empty tissue, relaxing 
wrinkles and regenerating the skin by stimulating fibroblasts to produce collagen and 
elastine, the proteins of tone and elasticity. Among the amminoacids, peptides of varying 
length are employed both as stimulators of cell function (collagen synthesis reduction) and 
as inhibitors of excessive muscular contraction.  
A real  menu a la carte follows with high performance raw materials which allow minor 
retouch applications, repulp corrections and natural lifting effects. 
If our esthetic imperfections are not such as to harm our psychological make-up, let us 
accept and evaluate our own, real, bio mouths by exploiting their overwhelming natural 
possibilities. Let us put aside extreme surgical techniques and achieve volume through 
harmless cosmetic solutions. We are bound to find the exact answer, tailored to meet our 
own personal demands.  
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There is more than one solution as there is more than one type of problem: 
 
- BARCODE: fine lines which furrow the border area between the upper lip and the nose.  
 
- PIERROT’S DOWNWARD MOUTH CORNERS: Nature is ruthless. When we are 20-25 
years old, our lips are physiologically happy, the corners looking upwards in a perpetual 
smile. As time passes, gravity exercises its steady action and that same smile begins to 
change – first, corners become horizontal; second, eventually, go downwards. Like a sad 
clown, a furrow at the corner of our mouth gives our face an aspect of unhappiness.  
 
- BLURRED CONTOUR: mouth perimeter and Cupid’s arch, the area at the very centre of 
our upper lip, begin to lose contour. This is due to the thinning mucous of the skin. 
 
- ULTRA-THIN LIPS: to give volume and plumpness, making an increase of natural volume.  
 
 
Solutions are always in a synergic action, who comprehends a valid prevention and an 
active action.  
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